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ABSTRACT

Biomedical research has been undergoing a quasi-revolution with the dawn of the genomics era. The flood of sequence data from the various genome projects, the task of cataloging the entire coding portion of a genome instead of identifying and characterizing individual genes, as well as technical demands accompanying these developments have posed great challenges to the research community. Although the entire human genome sequence has been virtually recorded, fundamental issues remain about the precise number of protein coding genes, as well as their functional characterization.

Available resources for the study of human gene function include large genome annotation pipelines, expression profiling data, and protein interaction screens. To gain biological insights from this maze of data, one must both find mechanisms to organize the information and assess the quality of the results.

This thesis focuses on the functional annotation of sparsely characterized human genes and their encoded proteins. The work includes four stages:

I. Gene expression profiling
II. Assessment of the level of characterization of human genes
III. Projection of protein networks from lower eukaryotes onto human
IV. Integration of computational and experimental results for data mining.

Initially, a cross-platform comparison for a set of gene expression profiling techniques was carried out to compare the performance of cutting-edge high-throughput methods and conventional approaches in terms of sensitivity, reliability, and throughput. In this study, we demonstrated that correlation between the different methods was poor and thus multi-technique validation was justified. Nonetheless, the strongest correlation between the new reference data in our report, i.e., a collection of traditional Northern blots, was observed with microarray-based technologies.

The assessment of the level of functional characterization of human genes was addressed in the second study, where we developed a scoring system to quantify the annotation status of each human gene. We created a metric to effectively predict the characterization status of human genes based on a set of predictors from the GeneLynx database. This scoring function will not only assist the targeted analysis of groups of sparsely annotated genes and proteins, but will prove itself useful in the monitoring of long-term gene annotation efforts and the overall annotation status of the human genome.

Comparative genomics efforts to transfer gene annotation from proteins in amenable model organisms onto human proteins are currently restricted by the limited availability of experimental data. Nonetheless, we demonstrated how protein networks could be effectively projected from lower eukaryotes onto human and how the confidence in these projections increased with redundantly detected protein interactions. This so-called Interolog Analysis offers promise for reliable inference of protein function. The
bioinformatics system we created (Ulysses) provides a novel intuitive interface for biologists studying human proteins. As data depth and coverage will increase over time, this system will prove to be valuable in the extended prediction of high-confidence functional associations of a large portion of human genes.

The fusion of experimental data and computational predictions is a central goal of functional genomics. We constructed a bioinformatics workbench for the study of uncharacterized human gene families. By assembling bioinformatics resources and experimental results in a common space, the NovelFam3000 system facilitates functional characterization. Working with a collection of uncharacterized genes, we demonstrated how bioinformatics methods can lead to novel inferences about cellular function of specific protein families.

This thesis unites the identification of uncharacterized human genes, the assessment of genomics data quality, and the application of high-throughput data for the inference of protein function.
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### LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cDNA</td>
<td>Complementary DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>Deoxyribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Northern</td>
<td>Electronic Northern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EST</td>
<td>Expressed sequence tag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCI</td>
<td>Gene characterization index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFP</td>
<td>Green fluorescent protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCR</td>
<td>G-protein-coupled receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRNA</td>
<td>Messenger ribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARS</td>
<td>Multivariate adaptive regression splines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Mass spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCBI</td>
<td>National Center for Biotechnology Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF</td>
<td>Open reading frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCC</td>
<td>Pearson correlation coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>Polymerase chain reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNA</td>
<td>Ribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT-PCR</td>
<td>Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAGE</td>
<td>Serial analysis of gene expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNP</td>
<td>Single nucleotide polymorphism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Support vector machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAP</td>
<td>Tandem affinity purification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PREAMBLE

Current status of the human genome

In April of 2003 the international research community celebrates two milestone anniversaries: completion of the comprehensive sequence of the human genome\(^2\) and the 50\(^{th}\) year of the discovery of the double-helical structure of DNA\(^3\). The global significance of these scientific achievements has to be appreciated in the context of historical accomplishments that have lead to the genomics era (Figure 1): the discovery of the basic principles of heredity by Gregor Mendel\(^4\), the identification of DNA as the physical carrier of heredity\(^5\), the elucidation of DNA structure\(^3\) and the genetic code\(^6\), as well as the development of recombinant DNA technologies\(^7\) and DNA sequencing methods\(^8\)-\(^10\).

Despite the fact that near complete sequences have so far been obtained only for a few metazoans, including our own species\(^11, 12\), a nematode\(^13\), the fruit fly\(^14\), and the mustard weed\(^15\), draft sequences of a large number of species, including multiple eukaryotes and prokaryotes, have revolutionized biomedical research. Not only are we provided with a publicly accessible highly refined human sequence\(^16, 17\), but we have access to the genetic, physical and transcript maps of many organisms. From a technical perspective, challenges of the new research era have resulted in the development of an array of genome-scale methods including high-throughput oligonucleotide synthesis\(^18\), DNA microarrays\(^19\), normalized and subtracted cDNA libraries\(^20\), whole-genome knockouts (yeast)\(^21\), and integrated yeast-two-hybrid mappings\(^22\).

The emersion of the human genome sequence holds important promises for biomedical research. Through revelation of hereditary factors of diseases, the genome sequence leads humanity into an era of personalized medicine. More immediate for researchers, the high-quality sequence changes our focus from gene discovery to functional gene annotation.

Characterization of all proteins encoded by the human genome, the human proteome, is one of the key goals of functional genomics and proteomics. Despite the recent closure of the genome, a final gene count is still not definite, and numbers for protein-coding sequences are oscillating around ~ 25,000\(^23, 24\). Many of these genes are uncharacterized, and most encode proteins within which there are segments of unknown function.

Figure 1. Path of gene research through history. 1866 - Mendel delineates the principles of heredity; 1844 - Avery and colleagues demonstrate that DNA is the material basis of heredity; 1953 - Watson, Crick, and Franklin discover the chemical structure of DNA; 1963 - the genetic code is cracked; 1973 - recombinant DNA technology is introduced; 1975 to 1986 - DNA sequencing techniques are developed; 2003 - the human genome is comprehensively sequenced.
Originally, a novel gene was defined as a protein that had not been reported in a database. The latest release statistics of Ensembl, the standard for automated gene annotation in eukaryotes, suggests coverage exceeding 95% known genes in the human genome. Thus, novelty for many now refers to genes lacking holistic descriptions of their cellular function.

**Gene annotation in functional genomics and proteomics**

We have entered the next phase of the Human Genome Project (HGP) which is to catalogue, characterize, and understand the entirety of functional elements encoded in the human genome. Protein-coding genes and their products are a principal class of functional elements studied in functional genomics. Since gene products don’t execute their cellular tasks independently, but rather function in complex cellular networks, further study of biological pathways and protein complexes is essential for a more complete insight in their cellular function. By combining experimental and computational approaches, we control a set of tools to confirm active transcription of predicted human genes, to constrict their site of activity to specific cellular compartments, and to accelerate functional characterization by integrating experimental data from a wide range of model organisms.

**Gene expression profiling**

To fully comprehend a gene’s activity and biological role by determining where and when it is expressed, and to exclude “dead” pseudogenes from functional characterization efforts, it is essential to confirm active cellular transcription of predicted genes. Gene expression profiling is often based on the assessment of mRNA levels of a gene in a specific tissue. Depending on the nature of the method applied, measured mRNA abundance can be representative for the strength of a gene’s expression in a particular cell type.

During the genomics era, gene expression profiling techniques have undergone a quasi revolution. The traditional procedure for the analysis of single gene expression at the mRNA level are Northern blots. Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has supplemented Northerns for such studies, but remains a low-capacity approach. With the dawn of expression analyses on a whole genome scale, high-throughput approaches to evaluate “transcriptomes”, i.e., the collection of genes that are transcribed from genomic DNA, has become a priority.

Experimental methods supplemented with bioinformatics have proven effective for generating large volumes of gene expression data. The availability of genome sequences and the growing knowledge of all encoded genes have ignited the development of new approaches. The creation of tissue-specific cDNA libraries and the successive sequencing of the cDNAs generated expressed sequence tags (ESTs) representative of the expressed mRNA population. The original EST approach, i.e., the first sequencing-based method to measure gene expression on a large scale, was modified and improved in the creation of serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE). For SAGE, short sequence tags are used and their transcript sources are determined. Quantitation of the number of times a particular tag is observed reflects the expression level of the corresponding transcript. SAGE can be used to identify known genes as well as new genes and thus, allows for further gene discovery.
More recently, microarrays capable of providing expression profiles of tens of thousands of genes in parallel have become available. For hybridization, cDNA sequence portions of known genes are either spotted down\textsuperscript{19, 34} or synthesized on the slide\textsuperscript{35, 36}. DNA micorarrays allow for the exploration of patterns of gene expression on a global scale and have become commonplace across a variety of scientific fields. Challenges associated with this technology consist of collecting, managing, and analyzing the bulk of data generated from each hybridization experiment.

\textit{Sub-cellular protein localization}

The progression from genomics to proteomics, i.e., the analysis of the protein complement within a cell, has been challenging, notably because of the biochemical differences between DNA and proteins. Each fragment of DNA behaves biochemically much like any other and the scaling of DNA sequencing and hybridization methods have been achievable. Proteins, on the other hand, have unique properties, and such individuality creates enormous obstacles in terms of standardized technologies.

Proteome analyses consist of the systematic study of all the proteins in a given cell, including all protein isoforms and modifications, the interactions occurring among them, structural descriptions, as well as their cellular localization. To date, sub-cellular localization of the entire proteome of a single eukaryote, \textit{Saccharomyces cerevisiae}, has been reported\textsuperscript{37, 38}. Protein localization is assumed to be a strong indicator for gene function. Distinct compartmental organization of the eukaryotic cell delineates processes occurring within the boundaries of these membranes, and as such provides a means to delimit cellular function. Several bioinformatics tools have been developed to predict protein localization within a cell based on signal sequences for protein sorting, sequence homology, and phylogenetic profiles\textsuperscript{39-41}. However, due to their deficient accuracy such methods can be suggestive at the most, and experimental approaches are required for reliable determination of sub-cellular localization.

A strategy to systematically localize proteins on a large scale uses microscopy to visualize the location of tagged forms of expressed recombinant proteins. Cloning of open reading frames (ORFs) of target genes for subsequent protein localization involves systematic amplification of full-length cDNAs by PCR. The PCR products are then inserted into appropriate expression vectors containing either a reporter gene\textsuperscript{38, 42-44} or an epitope tag\textsuperscript{37, 45}. Although the availability of high-capacity recombination-based cloning systems\textsuperscript{46} has facilitated the tagging of ORFs for expression\textsuperscript{47} (Figure 2), extending the approach to monitor localization of all proteins in metazoan cells remains a challenging task. For optimal analysis, proteins are ideally expressed in their cells of origin to place them in their natural environment and thus, subject them to native modifications and characteristic interaction partners. The “complexity” of multi-cellular animals exceeds the cellular organization of the yeast cell both in terms of multiple splice variants for a single gene and the diversity of cell types, each with its own specialized function and specific protein make-up.
Protein networks

Protein interactions

A powerful method to deduce protein function is to identify interacting partners in the cell, as interacting proteins are often part of a common protein complex or pathway. Several high-throughput methods have emerged for delineation of interactions or associations including yeast two-hybrid systems and protein complex purification. These experimental approaches appear to be particularly powerful: the two-hybrid system detects binary interactions in vivo; protein complex purification uses affinity tags and, coupled with protein identification by mass spectrometry (MS), allows for the simultaneous detection of co-purified complex members.

Yeast two-hybrid method

The yeast two-hybrid system is a genetic method for the identification and analysis of protein-protein interactions (Figure 3). It relies on the modular nature of eukaryotic transcription factors, which contain both a site-specific DNA-binding domain and a transcriptional-activation domain that activates the transcriptional machinery. The system uses ORFs fused either to the binding or activation domain of the GAL4 transcription factor. Increased transcription of a reporter gene results when proteins encoded by two ORFs interact in the nucleus of the yeast cell. In the typical practice, a protein of interest fused to the DNA-binding domain ("bait") is screened against a library of activation-domain hybrids ("preys"). Once the positive interaction is detected via the reporter gene product, the ORF is identified by sequencing the relevant clones.

For these reasons, the yeast two-hybrid system is a simple and generic method amenable to high-throughput screening. Despite its great sensitivity and flexibility, the yeast two-hybrid system poses disadvantages, particularly non-negligible portions of false results (both negatives and positives). These include membrane and secretory proteins non-amenable to a nuclear-based detection system, proteins that activate transcription, proteins that fail to fold correctly in yeast, and interactions based on excluded domains and/or post-translational modifications.

Protein complex purification

MS-based protein interaction assays can be divided into three consecutive steps: 1) bait presentation, 2) affinity purification of the protein complex, and 3) analysis of the bound proteins (Figure 4). A generic strategy is to tag the proteins of interest with a sequence readily recognized by an antibody specific for the tag. We distinguish between tags supporting single-step purification, a convenient method with considerable yield, and tags supporting two sequential affinity steps (tandem affinity purification or TAP). Identification of the eluted proteins involves mass spectrometric measurements. Identified peptides, the typical output of a proteomic
experiment, are compiled in a list and further compared to matches with various sequence databases.

Although dual-step purification significantly reduces background noise, it probably results in the loss of transient and weak binding partners during the purification procedure. Another problem is the occurrence of false positives through non-specific binding to “sticky” proteins. Compared with the two-hybrid approach, complex purification strategies have the advantage to allow for full protein processing and modification, since the interactions take place in the native cellular environment. In addition, multi-component complexes can be analyzed in a single experiment. However, since many biological relevant interactions are of low affinity, transient and dependent on the environment, MS-based approaches will only detect a fraction of the actually occurring protein associations.

**Data resources**

With the internet as a means to globally share scientific knowledge, the access to scientific literature has become a topic of lively debate. The dawn of the open access movement\(^{55}\) has resulted in requirements for large scale projects to publicly share their content. The exponential growth of biological knowledge over the past few years has lead to the development of critical bioinformatics resources (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PubMed(^{56})</td>
<td>Searchable compendium of biological literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensembl(^{25})</td>
<td>Software system which produces and maintains automatic annotation on selected eukaryotic genomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCSC Genome Browser(^{57})</td>
<td>Genome annotation display for multiple species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD)(^{58})</td>
<td>Database of the molecular biology and genetics of budding yeast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlyBase(^{59})</td>
<td>Database of the <em>Drosophila</em> genome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WormBase(^{60})</td>
<td>The <em>Caenorhabditis elegans</em> model organism database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene Ontology (GO)(^{61})</td>
<td>Database of controlled vocabulary for molecular gene function, biological process, and cellular component</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides leading species-specific databases containing mainly genetic and genomic information, a number of data repositories have been created collecting data from specific types of experiments. There have been several attempts to establish comprehensive interaction maps for principal model organisms like yeast\(^{48-51, 62, 63}\), fly\(^{64}\), worm\(^{65}\), and recently human\(^{66}\). In consequence, a number of databases were created to manage the large influx of interaction information originating from high-throughput proteomics projects (Table 2).

Large-scale interaction datasets are scattered across various publicly available depositories and thus underutilized for gene characterization. Integrated analysis is
difficult, since datasets are not systematically linked. To alleviate this problem, the General Repository for Interaction Datasets (GRID)\textsuperscript{67}, a generic interaction database, was created\textsuperscript{68}. Besides data collection in a common space, comprehensive analysis is greatly facilitated by data visualization. Interaction data maintained by the GRID can be graphically visualized and manipulated by the software tool Osprey\textsuperscript{69}. Similar visualization tools have been created, including Cytoscape\textsuperscript{70}, VisANT\textsuperscript{71}, and TopNET\textsuperscript{72}.

Table 2. Leading protein interaction databases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomolecular Interaction Network Database (BIND)\textsuperscript{73, 74}</td>
<td>Information about biomolecular interactions, molecular complexes, and pathways including high-throughput and hand-curated interaction information from the literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database of Interacting Proteins (DIP)\textsuperscript{75, 76}</td>
<td>Report of binary protein-protein interactions curated both manually by expert curators and automatically using computational approaches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences (MIPS-GSF)\textsuperscript{77, 78}</td>
<td>Comprehensive database of protein-protein interactions in \textit{S. cerevisiae} and high-quality protein interaction data collection from mammals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Molecular INTeraction database (MINT)\textsuperscript{79, 80}</td>
<td>Stores interactions between biological molecules focusing on experimentally verified protein interactions in mammals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IntAct\textsuperscript{81, 82}</td>
<td>Toolkit for the storage, presentation, and analysis of protein interaction data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Protein Interaction Database (HPID)\textsuperscript{83, 84}</td>
<td>Assembles predicted protein interactions in human.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to data repositories and individual graphics systems, more advanced applications for the integration of biomolecular interaction networks with other data types have been developed. Examples such as STRING\textsuperscript{85}, OPHID\textsuperscript{86}, and POINT\textsuperscript{87} feature network predictions combined with experimentally observed protein interactions.

**Network analysis**

Data-driven genome-scale analyses of gene and protein networks have received ample attention with increased heterogeneous raw interaction data becoming available. The data collection phase has been accompanied by analysis of network topology, which resulted in the discovery of biological networks being small world, scale-free, and modular\textsuperscript{88, 89}. In protein-protein interaction networks most proteins interact with few partners, while a small proportion interact with many partners forming biologically significant “hubs”. These networks have a high degree of local clustering and biological processes or modules are organized by the “hubs”.

Comparisons between different experimental large-scale approaches to monitor protein interactions have shown little overlap in their reported associations\textsuperscript{90} pointing to the dynamic nature of the proteome and suggesting either poor specificity or poor coverage. To confirm observed protein associations from high-throughput yeast two-hybrid and complex purification experiments, different types of experimental data have been integrated, including correlated mRNA expression profiles\textsuperscript{91, 92}, data from genetic interactions\textsuperscript{93, 94}, as well as \textit{in silico} (computational) interaction predictions\textsuperscript{95-97}.
One of the first attempts to predict functional relations between gene products and respective networks came from efforts using the genomic context of genes such as conservation and/or co-occurrence of genes, gene adjacency, and gene fusions. Recently, refinements of prediction methods have taken into account phylogenetic trees shared by interacting proteins considering evolutionary interrelationships among species.

For functional associations derived from cellular pathways, anti-correlated distribution patterns of proteins substituting for each other can be detected. This method identifies missing genes replaced by functionally equivalent ones that are otherwise unrelated. Newly identified genes may be functionally associated to all other members of the pathway. Other approaches for the prediction of protein associations are structure-based. Target proteins containing domains occurring in frequently interacting proteins point to protein-protein interactions. Entire protein complexes can be modeled based on the three-dimensional structure of protein sub-units.

**Data quality**
Integration and quality control of high-throughput datasets have become essential for reliable protein network reconstruction. A fundamental problem is that only a small fraction of interactions in networks are confirmed with certainty, and the number of true interactions is considerably larger than those reported. Benchmarks validating the accuracy of protein interactions are a prerequisite for successful data integration. High-quality subsets of protein interactions can sometimes be identified using supplemental criteria, such as the degree to which mRNAs of interacting proteins are co-expressed, neighborhood cohesiveness properties, shared pathways or sub-cellular localization, or combinations of these approaches.

The ability to better predict protein interaction networks especially in yeast and increased data curation has led to the development of several benchmark data sets accessible via online databases. Using these benchmarks as reference associations, multiple approaches to integration have been tried. Both, simple intersections and unions of separate data sets have been studied. In parallel, more sophisticated probabilistic approaches were developed to predict protein associations. Very recently, there have been attempts to use the context of a protein network to suggest additional interactions.

**Comparative genomics**
Relationships between the genomes of different species can yield insights into many aspects of evolution, especially valuable for the identification of genes and regulatory regions. Comparative genomics supports the transfer of gene annotation among homologous proteins in different organisms. It has been shown that the identification of protein associations to known protein complexes or cellular pathways can give clues as to the cellular role of uncharacterized proteins. The study of protein interactions is thus an important element of functional genomics.

The paucity of protein interaction data in human and many other organisms has naturally led to the question to which extent protein interactions can be transferred between species. The underlying concept is that sequence and structural similarities between conserved proteins suggest functional similarities and that functionally important interactions are maintained over evolution. This idea has been
implemented in several studies comparing protein networks between prokaryotes, lower eukaryotes\textsuperscript{65,126-128}, and human\textsuperscript{87,129}. In another study it was shown that besides the projection of key protein interactions across species, evolutionary conserved co-expression patterns could be integrated to reconstruct genetic networks in multiple species\textsuperscript{92}.

The fundamental prerequisite to allow network comparisons is the identification of homologous proteins across organisms. There exist several phylogenetic classifications of proteins from complete genomes attempting to address orthology, i.e. proteins of conserved function connected through vertical evolutionary descent, and paralogy, i.e. homologous proteins following gene duplication\textsuperscript{56,130-134}. Despite ever more sophisticated algorithms, it remains a challenge to successfully distinguish between the one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many homologous relationships between related proteins across organisms.
PRESENT INVESTIGATION

Functional genome annotation is a complex endeavor and occurs at the interface of a multitude of scientific specialties. Concerted efforts from the research community are rendered possible through fruitful communication between the various fields. While expert contributions are essential to achieve annotation depth, a prerequisite for successful genome annotation is the integration of various types of experimental results. Effective collaboration in the annotation pipeline is facilitated through both knowledgeable coordinators taking on a managing role as well as widely accessible data resources facilitating storage and retrieval of different data types.

From a technical perspective, functional genome annotation can be divided into successive stages that constitute a gene characterization process. The generation of experimental raw data for the bulk of protein-coding genes is a first step. A typical experiment is gene expression profiling to confirm active transcription of predicted genes on the mRNA level. Furthermore, proteomics methods may be employed to investigate proteins directly. In a second stage, the large volume of experimental data is analyzed. For this purpose, bioinformatics algorithms are applied to identify interesting components within the complex data that provide insights into partially characterized genes.

The present investigation focuses on the functional description of human genes and their encoded proteins. The publications presented address different aspects of the gene characterization process:

- Comparison of available gene expression profiling methods in terms of throughput, sensitivity, and reliability
- Assessment of the level of characterization of human genes
- Projection of protein networks from lower eukaryotes onto human
- Facilitated functional annotation by integration of computational resources and experimental data in an accessible common space.

Together these components constitute an in-depth study of human gene annotation.
In the initial phase of the thesis project we decided to select a set of scarcely characterized human genes for functional studies (paper IV). Since many of the potential candidate genes were solely based on computational gene predictions, an initial confirmation of active gene transcription was judged to be necessary to avoid the wasteful study of spuriously predicted genes. Our goal was to mimic a genome-scale situation where genes were taken in bulk for expression profiling rather than tested individually. At the time, there had appeared several new technologies for high-throughput gene expression screening\textsuperscript{135-137}, but few evaluation studies showed the efficacy of these newly developed approaches in terms of sensitivity and reliability compared to conventional methods\textsuperscript{138}. There was notably a lack of studies conducting broad platform evaluations, instead pair-wise expression technology comparisons were the norm\textsuperscript{139-145}.

We therefore selected a diverse set of the most common gene expression profiling technologies to be compared in our laboratory, including both conventional low-throughput approaches and amenable large-scale methods. Since the de facto standard to evaluate a gene’s expression in a set of tissues has been the traditional Northern blot, we created a database of published Northern results serving as a reference collection for our study\textsuperscript{146}.

To compare individual methods to the Northern results, we used RNA from the same source and generated expression profiles for selected sets of genes using multiple techniques. The correlation scores indicated that none of the tested methods agreed strongly with the Northern blot data, but that the highest correlations could be observed with the different microarray platforms. We concluded from the results that multi-technique validation was justified to obtain reliable gene expression profiles. Since completion of our work, several similar studies have been reported which support our results\textsuperscript{147-149}.

Currently, the dbMTN collection is a valuable resource for researchers to assess the performance of expression profiling technologies.
Paper II: Gene Characterization Index: A Metric for Accessing How Well We Understand Our Genes.

Selecting uncharacterized human genes from the completed genome for functional characterization was a prerequisite for critical parts of this thesis project. In order to target our characterization efforts we were interested in the level of functional annotation for both specific gene families (paper IV) and individual human genes as part of the coding body of the entire genome (paper III).

The present paper describes a first attempt to assign a novelty score to each human gene, i.e., to systematically assess the level of functional gene characterization on a large scale. The Gene Characterization Index (GCI) has been generated and applied to human genes via GeneLynx, a gene catalogue. The implementation of this scoring system was based on thorough selection of “training” sets of genes from the GeneLynx database and web-based evaluator rating by trained biologists.

To assess the scoring accuracy of our system, we evaluated the predictive value of several types of annotations from the GeneLynx database, including recorded SNPs, protein domains, gene ontology terms, and the number of PubMed abstracts. The predictive power of the chosen predictors was assessed using multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) and support vector machines (SVM) by comparing predicted to evaluated (curated) gene annotation scores. Both models performed adequately well in the sense that they reflected gene annotation ratings attributed by biologists. We observed the best performance for least and most characterized genes, while middle range scores were somewhat divergent from scientist ratings.

GCI will prove to be useful in the estimate of the general level of annotation of groups of genes like nuclear receptors, G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), or kinases and will enable the targeted selection of subsets of genes for experimental studies. GCI can also survey total genome novelty by monitoring average levels of functional characterization of the coding sequences of the human genome, thus reflecting efficacy of long-term annotation efforts (Figure 5).

![Figure 5. Histogram of GCI scores for GLIDs with cDNAs. Predicted gene characterization index (GCI) scores for human genes with observed cDNAs reported in GeneLynx. Two GeneLynx releases are compared. In March 2004, a significant portion of genes scored higher compared to May 2001 reflecting extended overall functional annotation. (GLID = GeneLynx identifier)](image-url)

The mapping of gene-gene relationships across organisms has proven to be a powerful means to predict gene function. It has become possible to project functional gene networks from lower eukaryotes onto human by capitalizing on the body of functional gene annotation from model organisms combined with homology mapping across species.

In order to efficiently apply core data mining components, data from various resources need to be unified in a manageable common space. Here we report the implementation of the first annotation system for human genes based on the projection of gene networks detected in yeast, worm, and fly. We integrated homology mapping through HomoloGene, data management with the data warehouse Atlas and developed a data visualization platform to facilitate biological interpretation. The Ulysses system can be accessed via a web interface.

The performance of the underlying algorithm to successfully predict human protein associations was assessed against published reference collections. As data coverage in the different resources is deficient and data overlaps for homologous proteins occur rarely, we assessed performance based on the common sub-cellular co-localization of putative interacting proteins. Applying these criteria we could show that genes could be effectively linked to correct networks and that confidence in these associations was considerably increased with redundantly occurring protein interactions. Capitalizing on existing networks, we demonstrated that our system had the capacity to extend previously described cellular pathways and complexes with novel protein associations. We also confirmed its ability to discover discrete cellular complexes responsible for biological core functions like mRNA processing, DNA replication, and protein degradation.

As a successful strategy in the functional characterization of human genes on a large scale we described a computational framework to transfer gene associations from the leading model organisms onto human. While we established that this kind of network projection effectively predicts human protein associations and thus confers biological function, the limiting factor for functional inference is the sparse coverage of interactions in publicly available resources. We therefore encourage deepened coverage of genomics data by the research community to take full advantage of the predictive power of the Ulysses system.
Paper IV: NovelFam3000 – Uncharacterized Protein Domains Conserved Across Model Organisms.

While functional gene characterization efforts are often conducted on a gene-by-gene basis, there exist several efforts to group genes according to shared structural subunits, each carrying out a distinct biochemical function. Depending on their biological significance, structural and functional protein domains are often conserved across long evolutionary time and can therefore be found in a number of distantly related species. Most metazoan proteins consist of several distinct domains, and each gene product can be considered as a composite of modular building blocks.

In this study, we systematically grouped gene products according to shared domains. Based on the Pfam database, we extracted highly reliable protein domains of unknown function (DUFs) predicted by hidden Markov models, as well as less trusted automatically generated protein domains that were both conserved in at least three organisms (human, worm, and fly). We constructed a database composed of the selected domains and their corresponding proteins in a number of organisms.

Our goal was to facilitate gene annotation by providing bioinformatics resources and experimental results for different members of a protein domain family. Through active research community participation and by gathering biological knowledge for a wide variety of proteins sharing a specific domain, we showed how NovelFam3000 could be used to delineate family-specific traits transferable to further family members.

Depending on the species, we provided links to various bioinformatics resources. We combined bioinformatics and experimental annotation strategies to comprehensively characterize sets of genes. We integrated the gene characterization index (GCI, paper II) (Figure 6), species-specific resources, array-based gene expression results, gene association information, and links to the Ulysses system (paper III). For a selected set of meagerly annotated family members, we performed targeted laboratory experiments. We focused on RT-PCR-based expression profiling to individually confirm a predicted gene’s expression and sub-cellular protein localization to define compartmentally organized protein activity.

We showed that transferable family-consistent results can be obtained with our approach and that the combination of high- and low-throughput bioinformatics and experimental annotation strategies has great potential in the accelerated elucidation of human gene function.

Figure 6. Histogram of GCI scores for NovelFam3000 genes. Predicted gene characterization index (GCI) scores for human genes included in the NovelFam3000 system. Two GeneLynx releases are compared. In May 2001, a large portion of genes scored very low (GCI = 0-2) indicating their sparse functional characterization. In March 2004, most of these novel genes obtained higher GCI scores reflecting successive functional annotation. (GLID = GeneLynx identifier)
CONCLUDING REMARKS

This work developed during an intense and highly dynamic period of the genomics era. We set out when the first coarse draft of the human genome including large gaps and errors was published in 2001 and went through the near complete human genome sequence now available. Our endeavors touched on different downstream efforts to functionally annotate coding portions of the genome by combining experimental approaches and computational strategies. We were challenged by the modification of conventional annotation strategies such as gene expression profiling to adapt to large-scale requirements and a constantly changing genome depiction. Here we will discuss our achievements regarding different topics covered in this thesis, suggest further improvements, as well as point to future directions.

Assessment of gene expression profiling techniques

The comparison of gene expression profiling platforms is limited by a number of factors, such as consistent RNA sources, representation of analogous genes within different technologies, public accessibility of raw expression data, uniform controls across diverse methods, and lack of a universal standard widely accepted in the research community. While there exist publicly accessible repositories of microarray results\(^{177-182}\), high-throughput gene expression results generated with less common techniques and low-throughput data are independently generated in individual laboratories under a wide range of experimental conditions and protocols.

In our investigation, we introduced a curated collection of published Northern blot results for evaluation and compared conventional small scale methods and accessible large scale approaches to this standard. While we were able to capture the performance of the selected techniques by measuring the expression of defined sets of genes compared to our standard, it was beyond the scope of this study to comprehensively include the multitude of currently available methods discussed in the preamble. For future comparisons, the research community will have to widely share its data to greatly improve the thorough comparison of available gene expression platforms, a process recently initiated and echoed by the open access initiative\(^{183-186}\). In close cooperation with this development, universal data standards, as they are currently available for microarray expression results\(^{187}\), will need to be developed for a wide variety of data types allowing the unlimited exchange of gene expression experiments.

Genome annotation status

We examined gene annotations from two different angles, first by developing a scoring system to assess functional annotation of human genes (paper II), and second by constructing an annotation system for scarcely characterized genes containing novel domains evolutionarily conserved across eukaryotes (paper IV).

In paper II, we showed that the human perspective for the level of gene annotation can be effectively estimated by a statistical model. In particular, the number of annotations for each human gene in the GeneLynx database\(^{150}\) were used to predict the functional annotation score for each gene. Moderately and more extensively annotated genes displayed greater divergence from biologists’ ratings and the algorithm may be improved by additional data. As more annotation sources become available, our definition of functional annotation will change over time. In
consequence, the scoring system will need to be adjusted accordingly by conducting further surveys of biologists and retraining the statistical model.

In paper IV, we created NovelFam3000, a database of highly conserved protein domain families with minimal functional annotation. The focus on conserved genes minimizes the risk of spurious computational predictions. We implemented a knowledge framework for integrating various bioinformatics resources combined with user-submitted experimental evidence for individual members of novel domain protein families. Compared to existing data mining tools\(^{158, 188, 189}\) NovelFam3000 builds on active research community participation and thus, represents a unique platform for gene annotation.

With the example of selected members of domain families, we showed how the combination of user-submitted experimental results and bioinformatics resources may elucidate the cellular function of specific proteins thus providing clues as to the subordinate biological function of the domain family as a whole. In our study, we focused on sub-cellular localization and tissue-specific expression, and compiled a set of computational resources for functional characterization.

To fully capitalize on the range of available functional genomics tools and bioinformatics resources for the comprehensive characterization of a protein domain family, additional experimental approaches and links to external resources need to be implemented. For instance, low-throughput protein interaction experiments and functional assays may further resolve and confirm suggested cellular function. As gene-specific experiments are beyond the scope of large-scale annotation efforts, joining forces between individual laboratories, including extensive data sharing, will be the key to successful systematic genome annotation.

Comparative genomics and network projection

Evolutionary conservation of biologically significant portions of the genome is the underlying principle of comparative genomics\(^{190}\). While in theory it is possible to compare an infinite number of more or less distantly related species to each other, current efforts are limited by experimental data coverage to a selected set of species. The direct comparison of proteins remains a challenging task mainly due to the definition of homologous sequences across species. In many cases, it is not trivial to distinguish between paralogous and orthologous sequences\(^{191}\).

With the Ulysses system (paper III) we were able to show how to project protein networks from distantly related species onto human by capitalizing on the body of experimental evidence generated for favorite model organisms. We explicitly demonstrated the functionality of such a system. However, its current utility is limited by the depth and coverage of protein interaction data. As the most reliable associations were those either confirmed by multiple approaches in a single species or repeatedly detected across organisms, increased amounts of protein interaction data will further allow for ample high-confidence network projections. Additionally, the inclusion of further model organisms will extend projections to currently undetectable protein networks.

As outlined in the preamble, there exist a number of systems to seize the homologous relationship between gene products across a variety of organisms, and each of them has its inherent advantages and drawbacks. In the Ulysses system, we chose NCBI's
HomoloGene to delineate homologous proteins between yeast, worm, fly, and human. Even though we made this choice in the first release of the Ulysses system, future versions are intended to include options for the use of other homology mappings.

This thesis introduced tools for bioinformatics analysis. Thus, results are reflected in both scientific publications and internet-based software systems. It is my belief that both components have accelerated the global effort to understand the human genome.
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